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Sketch of a journey through the western states of North America : from New Orleans, by the Mississippi, Ohio, city of Cincinnati and falls of Niagara, to New York, in 1827.
London : J. Miller. 1827
with a description of the new and flourishing city of Cincinnati / by B. Drake and E.D. Mansfield ; and a selection from various authors, on the present condition and future prospects of the settlers, in the fertile and populous state of Ohio, containing information useful to persons desirous of settling in America; The frontispiece has title "Plan of a proposed rural town, to be called Hygeia, the property of W. Bullock, on the river Ohio, Kentucky ...": This locality is evidently at or near the present Ludlow, Ky. 'Cincinnati in 1826' by B. Drake and E.D. Mansfield has separate cover: Cincinnati: Printed by Morgan, Lodge and Fisher, 1827. Includes index. Sketch of a journey through the western states -- Cincinnati in 1826 by B. Drake and E.D. Mansfield -- Appendix : extracts from various works on the state of Ohio, and city of Cincinnati.; xxxi, viii, 135 p., [2] leaves of plates : map (fold.), plan (fold.);
CTRGO00-B1654.
Fiche: 7,257-7,261

Croghan, George, d. 1782.
Journal of Col. George Croghan : who was sent, after the peace of 1763, by the government, to explore the country adjacent to the Ohio River, and to conciliate the Indian nations who had hitherto acted with the French.
Fiche: 7,671-7,671a

Nuttall, Thomas, 1786-1859.
A journal of travels into the Arkansa [sic] Territory, during the year 1819 : with occasional observations on the manners of the aborigines.
Philadelphia : Printed and published by Thos. H. Palmer. 1821
"Account of a journey from Philadelphia, down the Ohio and Mississippi Rivers to the Arkansas River; thence across Arkansas to the interior of present-day Oklahoma; returning via the Arkansas and Mississippi Rivers, and then to New Orleans." Includes bibliographical references.; xii, 9-296 p., [6] leaves of plates : ill., fold. map ; 24 cm.; CTRG00-B2197.
Fiche: 9,217-9,441a

Bolduc, J.-B Z. (Jean-Baptiste Zacharie), 1818-1889.
Mission de la Colombie : lettre et journal.
Québec : Impr. de J.-B. Fréchette, père. [1844]
An account of his voyage from Boston to Oregon by way of cape Horn, to the mission at the mouth of the Columbia River, 1841-1842.; 95 p. ; 20 cm.; CTRG00-B2114.
Fiche: 12,787-12,788a

Thornton, J. Quinn (Jessy Quinn), 1810-1888.
Oregon and California in 1848.
New York : Harper & Bros. 1849
with an appendix, including recent and authentic information on the subject of the gold mines of California, and other valuable matter of interest to the emigrant; 2 v. : ill., fold. map. ; 20 cm.; CTRG00-B2141.
Fiche: 13,429-13,436

Warren, Gouverneur Kemble, 1830-1883.
Letter of Lieut. G.K. Warren, top. eng., to the Hon. George W. Jones : relative to his explorations of Nebraska Territory.
[Washington, D.C. : s.n.]. [1858]
Fiche: 13,654

Farnham, Thomas Jefferson, 1804-1848.
Travels in the great western prairies : the Anahuac and Rocky Mountains, and in the Oregon Territory.
Poughkeepsie : Killey and Lossing, Printers. 1841
197 p. ; 19 cm.; CTRG00-B2072.
Fiche: 13,682-13,684

Angelo, C. Aubrey (Charles Aubrey), 1810-1875.
Sketches of travel in Oregon and Idaho : with map of South Boise.
New York : Printed for the author by L.D. Robertson. 1866
Fiche: 13,912-13,914

Considérant, Victor, 1808-1893.
Au Texas.
Bruxelles [i.e., Brussels, Belgium] : Société de colonisation. 1855
Fiche: 16,602-16,606
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Smith, Edward, 1818?-1874.
Account of a journey through north-eastern Texas, undertaken in 1849, for the purposes of emigration: embodied in a report: to which are appended letters and verbal communications, from eminent individuals: lists of temperature, of prices of land, produce, and articles of merchandize ... and the recently adopted constitution of Texas: with maps from the last authentic survey. London: Hamilton, Adams & Co. 1849 vi, [5]-188 p., [2] leaves of plates: 2 fold. maps; 18 cm.; CTRG00-B1664.
Fiche: 17,785-17,787

Brown, James Stephens, b. 1828.
Fiche: 21,522-21,534

Craig, Lulu Alice.
Fiche: 22,026-A-22,028

Flack, Captain.
A hunter’s experiences in the Southern States of America: being an account of the natural history of the various quadrupeds and birds which are the objects of chase in those countries. London: Longmans, Green, and Co. (London: Printed by Spottiswoode and Co.). 1866 359 p.; CTRG00-B1783.
Fiche: 27,077-27,081

Flack, Captain.
The Texan rifle-hunter, or, Field sports on the prairie. London: J. Maxwell and Co. 1866 "...('the Ranger'), late of the Texan Rangers."; viii, 333 p.; CTRG00-B2226.
Fiche: 31,318-31,321a

Parker, James W., b.1797.
Narrative of the perilous adventures, miraculous escapes and sufferings of Rev. James W. Parker: during a frontier residence in Texas, of fifteen years: with an impartial geographic description of the climate, soil, timber, water, &c., &c., &c. of Texas. Louisville, Ky.: Printed at the Morning Courier office. 1844 To which is appended a Narrative of the capture and subsequent sufferings of Mrs. Rachel Plummer, (his daughter,) during a captivity of twenty-one months among the Cumanche [sic] Indians, with a sketch of their manners, customs, laws, &c.; with a short description of the country over which she travelled whilst with the Indians / written by herself; This is the second edition of Rachel Plummer's narrative; with separate title page dated 1839. Cover imprint has publication date 1845. An acrostic, written by Rev. James W. Parker, to his daughter, just before her death, in the form of a prayer.; 95, 35 [i.e., 36] p.; 19 cm.; CTRG00-B1893.
Fiche: 31,883-31,886

Potter, A.W.
The plain truth about California. Oakland, Calif.: Published for the author (Oakland: Pacific Press). 1886 148 p.; 17 cm.; CTRG00-B1894.
Fiche: 31,897-31,899

Shaw, William.
Golden dreams and waking realities: being the adventures of a gold-seeker in California and the Pacific Islands. London: Smith, Elder and Co. 1851 xii, 316 p.; 20 cm.; CTRG00-B1895.
Fiche: 31,909-31,913

Simpson, George, Sir, 1786 or 7-1860.
Fiche: 31,923-31,925

United States. Army. Corps of Engineers.
Report of a reconnaissance in the Ute country: made in the year 1873. Washington [D.C.]: G.P.O. 1874 "Reconnaissance in the Ute country from the Secretary of War ..." --P. [2]. "The report ... is ... almost entirely from notes taken by Mr. Prout": p. 3. "A list of rocks and fossils collected by H. Hawn, geologist of the Ute reconnaissance in Colorado territory.": 101 p., [1] leaf of plates: fold. map, charts ; 23 cm.; CTRG00-B1898.
Fiche: 31,935-31,937
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Seyd, Ernest, 1833-1881.
California and its resources: a work for the merchant, the capitalist, and the emigrant.
London: Trübner and Co. 1858
Fiche: 31,938-31,941

Baxley, Henry Willis, 1803-1876.
What I saw on the west coast of South and North America, and at the Hawaiian Islands.
New York: D. Appleton & Co. 1865
Fiche: 33,047-33,059

California today: San Francisco, its metropolis.
San Francisco: California Promotion Committee of San Francisco. 1903
compiled by Charles Sedgwick Aiken; "A concise statement concerning the state that faces the Orient, and the city by the Golden Gate. Undisputed facts and telling figures from various authentic and official sources concerning the geography, topography, climate, commerce, outlook, resources, industries and people." Includes index.; 192 p. : ill., charts ; 25 cm.; CTRG99-B1943.
Fiche: 33,060-33,064

Ball, Nicholas, 1828-1896.
The pioneers of '49: a history of the excursion of the Society of California Pioneers of New England, from Boston to the leading cities of the golden state, April 10-May 17, 1890: with reminiscences and descriptions.
Boston: Lee and Shepard. 1891
"Illustrated with over one hundred fine engravings."; xv, 288 p., 18 leaves of plates: ill., ports. ; 24 cm.; CTRG99-B1944.
Fiche: 33,065-33,071

Bell, Horace, 1830-1918.
Reminiscences of a ranger, or, Early times in Southern California.
Los Angeles: Yarnell, Caystile & Mathes, printers. 1881
457 p. ; 24 cm.; CTRG99-B1945.
Fiche: 33,072-33,080

T.B. Mills & Co.
A history of the north-western editorial excursion to Arkansas: a short sketch of its inception and the routes traveled over, the manner in which the editors were received, the resolutions adopted and speeches made at various points, the view of the editorial visitors to Arkansas as expressed in their papers.
Little Rock: T.B. Mills & Co. 1876
Fiche: 33,081-33,089

Coffin, George, 1797-1867.
A pioneer voyage to California and round the world, 1849 to 1852: ship Alhambra, Captain George Coffin.
[Chicago? : s.n.]. [1908]
Fiche: 33,090-33,095

Personal narrative of explorations and incidents in Texas, New Mexico, California, Sonora, and Chihuahua: connected with the United States and Mexican Boundary Commission, during the years 1850, '51, '52, and '53.
New York: D. Appleton and Co. 1854
Vol. 2 includes index.; 2 v. : ill., folded map ; 25 cm.; CTRG99-B1948.
Fiche: 33,096-33,119

Bristol, William Marion, 1859-1941.
Californiana, and, Sketches of the Southwest.
Los Angeles: Times Mirror Pub. 1901
"Halftone illustrations from nature ; drawings by Constance Farris, from suggestions by the author."; 131 p. : ill. ; 18 x 27 cm.; CTRG99-B1949.
Fiche: 33,120-33,123

California: its products, resources, industries and attractions: what it offers the immigrant, homeseeker, investor and tourist.
Sacramento: W.W. Shannon, Superintendent State Printing. 1909
Fiche: 33,124-33,128

Hartmann, Carl, b.1796.
Weimar: B.F. Voigt. 1849
von Carl Hartmann nach den besten Quellen bearbeitet; 2 v. : folded maps ; 22 cm.; CTRG99-B1951.
Fiche: 33,129-33,138
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Evans, Albert S.
A la California: sketches of life in the golden state.
San Francisco: A. L. Bancroft, 1874. 1873
with an introduction by Col. W. H. L. Barnes, and
illustrations from original drawings by Ernest Narjat;

Fiche: 33,139-33,147

Hoppe, J. (Janus).
Californiens Gegenwart und Zukunft; nebst
Beiträgen von A. Erman über die Klimatologie von
Californien und über die geographische Verbreitung
des Goldes.
Berlin: G. Reimer. 1849
"Hierzu zwei Karten: 1) Californien von J. Hoppe. 2)
Die bis 1849 bekannt gewordenen Golddistrikte von

Fiche: 33,148-33,151

Adams, Emma H. (Emma Hildreth).
To and fro, up and down in Southern California,
Oregon, and Washington territory: with sketches in
Arizona, New Mexico and British Columbia.
Cincinnati: Cranston & Stowe. c.1888
Chapters I-XXXI (p. 11-278) previously published
under title: To and fro in southern California with
sketches in Arizona and New Mexico.; 608 p., [14]
leaves of plates : ill. ; 21 cm.; CTRG99-B1954.

Fiche: 33,152-33,163

Carter, Charles Franklin 1890-1957.
Some by-ways of California.
New York: Grafton Press. c.1902
Pala -- The Mojave desert -- Leaves from an artist's
diary -- The home of Ramona -- Lompoc and
Purisima -- Jolon -- San Juan Bautista -- Pescadero --
The charm of Southern California.; v, 189 p. ; 20 cm.; CTRG99-B1955.

Fiche: 33,164-33,168

Baines, Thomas F. O'Malley.
My life in two hemispheres: what was suffered
for love of country.
San Francisco: Henderson & Co., printers. 1889
3rd ed.; Includes poetry. Includes commercial
advertisements.; 180 p. ; ill. ; 22 cm.; CTRG99-B1956.

Fiche: 33,169-33,173

Awes, Addison.
Why a rich Yankee did not settle in California.
Boston: Cubery and Co. 1900

Fiche: 33,174-33,177

Farnham, Eliza Woodson Burhans, 1815-1864.
California, in-doors and out, or, How we farm,
mine, and live generally in the Golden State.
New York: Dix, Edwards & Co. 1856
"Appendix. Narrative of the emigration of the Donner
Party to California, in 1846."--P. 380-457.
"Supplementary chapter. The present crisis in

Fiche: 33,178-33,188

Clark, Susie C. (Susie Champney), b. 1856.
The round trip from the Hub to the Golden Gate.
Boston: Lee and Shepard. 1890
193 p. ; 19 cm.; CTRG99-B1959.

Fiche: 33,189-33,193

Auger, Edouard.
Récits d'outre-mer.
Paris: Didier. 1873
A bord du Tennessee -- Les hounds de San-Francisco
-- Le poison noir -- Une partie de chasse au boeuf

Fiche: 33,194-33,200

The land of gold: reality versus fiction.
Baltimore: H. Taylor. 1855
300 p. ; 19 cm.; CTRG99-B1961.

Fiche: 33,201-33,207

Brace, Charles Loring, 1826-1890.
The new West, or, California in 1867-1868.
New York: G.P. Putnam & Son. 1869
Includes bibliographical references.; 373 p. : charts ;
20 cm.; CTRG99-B1962.

Fiche: 33,208-33,215

Chard, Thomas S.
California sketches.
Chicago: [s.n.]. 1888

Fiche: 33,216-33,217

Bates, D.B., Mrs.
Incidents on land and water, or, Four years on the
Pacific coast: being a narrative of the burning of the
ships Nonantum, Humayoon and Fanchon, together
with many startling and interesting adventures on sea
and land.
Boston: E.O. Libby and Co. 1858

Fiche: 33,218-33,224

Lewis, Dio, 1823-1886.
Gypsies, or, Why we went gypsying in the Sierras.
Boston: Eastern Book Co. 1881
CTRGG9-B1965.

Fiche: 33,225-33,234
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Kelly, William.
A stroll through the diggings of California.
London: Simms and McIntyre. 1852
A republication of v. 2 of his: An excursion to California over the prairie, Rocky mountains, and great Sierra Nevada (London, 1851). Vol. 1 of that work was reissued as v. 1 of The Bookcase series, under title: Across the Rocky mountains, from New York, to California... London, 1852.; 240 p.; 18 cm.; CTRG99-B1966.
Fiche: 33,235-33,240

Farnham, Thomas Jefferson, 1804-1848.
The early days of California : embracing what I saw and heard there, with scenes in the Pacific.
Philadelphia: J. E. Potter. 1862
Fiche: 33,241-33,248

Gerstäcker, Friedrich, 1816-1872.
Wild sports in the far West.
Fiche: 33,249-33,255

Churchill, Caroline M. Nichols, b. 1833.
"Little sheaves" gathered while gleaning after reapers : being letters of travel commencing in 1870, and ending in 1873.
San Francisco: Woman's Publishing Co. 1875
Fiche: 33,256-33,259

Newbrough, John Ballou, 1828-1891.
The lady of the West, or, The gold seekers.
Cincinnati: Published for the Indianopolis, Cincinnati & Lafayette R.R. 1870
Fiche: 33,282-33,285

Six months in the gold mines : from a journal of three years' residence in upper and lower California, 1847-8-9.
Philadelphia: Lea and Blanchard. 1850
Fiche: 33,292-33,295

Brook, Harry Ellington.
The land of sunshine : Southern California, an authentic description of its natural features, resources and prospects : containing reliable information for the homeseeker, tourist, and invalid.
Los Angeles: World's Fair Association and Bureau of Information Print. 1893
Fiche: 33,296-33,299

Griswold, Norman W.
Beauties of California : including big trees, Yosemite Valley, geysers, Lake Tahoe, Donner Lake, S.F. '49 & '83, etc.
San Francisco: H.S. Crocker and Co. 1883
[60] p.; chiefly col. ill. ; 24 cm.; CTRG99-B2027.
Fiche: 33,300-33,302
Arkansas. [St. Louis] : Woodward & Tiernan. 1890
Fiche: 33,303-33,304

Northern California : 600 square miles that will grow anything man may plant.
[Colusa [?] Calif. : Sacramento Valley Development Association]. [1901]
Cover title. "Reprinted from Overland monthly, of April, 1901."; 80 p. : ill., 1 folded map, charts ; 24 cm.; CTRG99-B2051.
Fiche: 33,305-33,307

Ferry, Hippolyte.
Description de la nouvelle Californie : géographique, politique et morale.
Paris : L. Maison. 1850
Fiche: 33,308-33,316

Duflot de Mofras, Eugène, 1810-1884.
Exploration du territoire de l'Orégon, des Californies et de la mer Vermeille, exécutée pendant les années 1840, 1841 et 1842.
Paris : A. Bertrand. 1844
Fiche: 33,317-33,339

Los Angeles daily times : annual mid-winter number, Jan. 1, 1906.
Los Angeles, [Calif.] : Times-Mirror Co. 1906
Fiche: 33,340-33,356-A

Art work of the state of Arkansas.
Racine, Wis. : Harney Photogravure Co. 1905
Text by George B. Rose.; 9 pts. in portfolio : chiefly ill. ; 35 x 29 cm.; CTRG99-B2055.
Fiche: 33,354-33,361

California, the cornucopia of the world.
[Chicago : Rand, McNally & Co.]. 1883
Fiche: 33,362-33,365

Union Pacific, Denver and Gulf Railway Company.
The Union Pacific, Denver & Gulf Railway : popular and short line to the principal near mountain resorts in Colorado.
[Chicago : Rand, McNally & Co.]. c.1894
Fiche: 33,366-33,367

"Around the circle" : one thousand miles through the Rocky Mountains : being a description of a trip among peaks, over passes and through canons of Colorado : a journey which comprises more noted and magnificent scenery than is compassed in any other one thousand miles of travel in the known world.
Chicago : [Knight, Leonard, Printers,]. 1892
Fiche: 33,368-33,371

Denver and Rio Grande Railroad Company.
Passenger Dept.
Slopes of the Sangre de Cristo : a book of the resources and industries of Colorado.
Denver : Published for the Passenger Department of the Denver and Rio Grande Railroad by Carson-Harper Co. 1896
Advertising matter included in pagination. Includes index.; 126 p. : ill., maps, charts ; 32 x 24 cm.; CTRG99-B2070.
Fiche: 33,372-33,375

De Rupert, A.E.D.
Californians and Mormons.
New York : J.W. Lovell. 1881
166 p. ; 20 cm.; CTRG99-B2071.
Fiche: 33,376-33,380

Dickenson, Luella.
Reminiscences of a trip across the plains in 1846 and early days in California.
San Francisco : Whitaker and Ray. 1904
Fiche: 33,381-33,384

Legard, Allayne Beaumont, b.1847.
Colorado.
London : Chapman and Hall. 1872
170 p. ; 20 cm.; CTRG99-B2073.
Fiche: 33,385-33,389
Leslie, Frank, Mrs., d.1914.
California : a pleasure trip from Gotham to the Golden Gate (April, May, June, 1877).
New York : G.W. Carleton & Co. 1877
Fiche: 33,390-33,398

Lester, John Erastus.
The Atlantic to the Pacific : what to see, and how to see it.
Boston : Shepard and Gill. 1873
Fiche: 33,399-33,407

Lienhard, Heinrich, 1822-1903.
Zürich : Fäsi & Beer. 1898
Fiche: 33,408-33,415

Matthews, William B. (William Baynham), 1850-1914.
The settler's map and guide book, Oklahoma : a brief review of the history, government, soil, and resources of the Indian Territory, Oklahoma proper, the public land strip, and Cherokee Outlet.
"The Springer Bill. The Indian Appropriation Bill. President Harrison's proclamation. The homestead and townsite laws ... "; 66 p. : forms.; CTRG00-B16.
Fiche: 33,416-33,418

Meyer, Carl, of Basel.
Nach dem Sacramento : Reisebilder eines Heimgekehrten.
Aarau : Druck und Verlag von H.R. Sauerländer. 1855
364 p. ; 20 cm.; CTRG00-B17.
Fiche: 33,419-33,424

Miller, Joaquin, 1837-1913.
Unwritten history : life amongst the Modocs.
Hartford, Conn. : American Pub. Co. 1874
Fiche: 33,429-33,440

Jordan, David Starr, 1851-1931.
California and the Californians : and, The Alps of King-Kern Divide.
San Francisco : Whitaker and Ray Co. 1903
Fiche: 33,441-33,443

Kenderdine, Thaddeus Stevens, 1836-1922.
California revisited : 1858-1897.
Newtown, Pa. : [Doylestown Publishing Co.]. 1898
310 p., [18] leaves of plates : ill. ; 23 cm.; CTRG00-B20.
Fiche: 33,444-33,452

Kenderdine, Thaddeus Stevens, 1836-1922.
A California tramp and later footprints, or, Life on the plains and in the Golden State thirty years ago : with miscellaneous sketches in prose and verse.
Newtown, Pa. : [s.n.]. 1888
415 p. ; ill., port.; CTRG00-B21.
Fiche: 33,453-33,463

King, T. Butler (Thomas Butler), 1800-1864.
Report of Hon. T. Butler King, on California.
Washington [D.C.] : Printed by Gideon and Co. 1850
Report of special agent to California, addressed to the Secretary of State and dated Washington, March 22, 1850. Also published as House Executive Document no. 59, 31st Congress, 1st Session. Includes bibliographical references.; 72 p. ; 22 cm.; CTRG00-B22.
Fiche: 33,464-33,466

Californische Kulturbilder.
Cassel : T. Fischer. 1886
viii, 376 p. ; 24 cm.; CTRG00-B23.
Fiche: 33,467-33,476

Köhler, Karl, 1827-1890.
Briefe aus Amerika : ein lehrreicher Wegweiser für deutsche Auswanderer, und unterhaltendes Lesebuch für Gebildete jeden Standes.
Darmstadt : G.G. Lange. 1854
Fiche: 33,477-33,484

Lecouvreur, Frank, 1829-1901.
From East Prussia to the Golden Gate.
New York : Los Angeles : Angelina Book Concern. 1906
Fiche: 33,485-33,495

Sights in the gold region : and scenes by the way.
New York : Baker and Scribner. 1849
xii, 278 p. ; 20 cm.; CTRG00-B26.
Fiche: 33,496-33,503

Kip, Leonard, 1826-1906.
California sketches : with recollections of the gold mines.
Albany : E.H. Pease and Co. 1850
57 p.; CTRG00-B27.
Fiche: 33,504-33,506
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Lee, D. (Daniel), 1806-1895.
Ten years in Oregon.
New-York : Published for the author (New York : J. Collard). 1844
Fiche: 33,507-33,515

Howison, Neil M., d. 1848.
Oregon : report of Lieut. Neil M. Howison, United States Navy, to the commander of the Pacific squadron : being the result of an examination in the year 1846 of the coast, harbors, rivers, soil, productions, climate, and population of the Territory of Oregon.
[Washington, D.C.?] : Tippin & Streeper. 1848
Fiche: 33,516-33,517

Hutchings, J. M. (James Mason), 1820-1902.
Scenes of wonder and curiosity in California.
Fiche: 33,518-33,524

Ingersoll, Ernest, 1852-1946.
Knocking round the Rockies.
New York : Harper & Bros. 1883
Fiche: 33,525-33,531

Jackson, A.P.
Kansas City, Mo. : Ramsey, Millett & Hudson. [1885]
by A.P. Jackson and E.C. Cole; "A complete guide to the Indian Territory, illustrated with map, hunting and fishing grounds [sic]." "List of schools and teachers."--P. 33-38.; 150 p., [27] leaves of plates : ill., 1 folded map, ports. : 20 cm.; CTRG00-B32.
Fiche: 33,532-33,538

Jackson, Helen Hunt, 1830-1885.
Glimpses of California and the missions.
Boston : Little, Brown. 1902
"With illustrations by Henry Sandham." Papers on California and the missions by the author of "Ramona", first published in 1883 and reprinted 1886 in "Glimpses of three coasts". Cf. Note. Father Junipero and his work -- The present condition of the mission Indians in southern California -- Echoes in the City of the Angels -- Outdoor industries in southern California -- Chance days in Oregon.
Fiche: 33,539-33,546

James, George Wharton, 1858-1923.
B. R. Baumgardt and Co.'s Tourists' guide book to South California : for the traveler, invalid, pleasurer and home seeker.
Los Angeles, Calif. : B.R. Baumgardt & Co. 1895
Publisher's advertisements: [29] p., second group.; 457, [29] p. : ill., 1 folded map, plans ; 21 cm.; CTRG00-B63.
Fiche: 33,547-33,560

James, George Wharton, 1858-1923.
Travelers' handbook to Southern California.
Pasadena, Calif. : G.W. James. 1904
Based on "B.R. Baumgardt & co's Tourists' guide book to South California ... by G. Wharton James," published in Los Angeles in 1895. "Published annually."; 507 p. : ill. ; 16 x 12 cm.; CTRG00-B64.
Fiche: 33,561-33,573

James, T. Horton (Thomas Horton).
Rambles in the United States and Canada during the year 1845, with a short account of Oregon.
London : J. Ollivier. 1846
Fiche: 33,574-33,580

California and Oregon, or, Sights in the gold region, and scenes by the way.
Philadelphia : J.B. Lippincott & Co. 1865
Fiche: 33,581-33,589
Hanson, J.W. (John Wesley), 1823-1901.
The American Italy: the scenic wonderland of perfect climate, golden sunshine, ever-blooming flowers and always-ripening fruits: Southern California.
Chicago: W. B. Conkey Co. [c.1896]
Fiche: 33,590-33,597

Haskins, Charles Warren.
The Argonauts of California: being the reminiscences of scenes and incidents that occurred in California in early mining days.
New York: Published for the author by Fords, Howard & Hubert. 1890
by a pioneer; "Names of pioneers": p. 360-501. "Text and illus. drawn from life by C.W. Haskins."; 501,
Fiche: 33,598-33,611

Hayes, Augustus Allen, 1837-1892.
New Colorado and the Santa Fé trail.
New York: Harper & Bros. 1880
Fiche: 33,612-33,617

Helms, Ludvig Verner.
Pioneering in the Far East: and, Journeys to California in 1849 and to the White Sea in 1878.
London: W.H. Allen & Co. 1882
[29] leaves of plates: ill., maps; 23 cm.; CTRG00-B70.
Fiche: 33,618-33,631

Higgins, C.A. (Charles A.).
To California and back.
Chicago: Passenger Dept., Santa Fé Route. 1893
illustrations by J.T. McCutcheon; 151 p.: ill., map; 21 cm.; CTRG00-B71.
Fiche: 33,632-33,637

Hittell, John S. (John Shertzer), 1825-1901.
The resources of California: comprising the society, climate, salubrity, scenery, commerce and industry of the state.
San Francisco: A. Roman & Co.; New York: W.J. Widdleton. 1874
Fiche: 33,638-33,649

Hoffmann, Hemmann.
Californien, Nevada und Mexico: Wanderungen eines Polytechnikers.
Basel: Schweighauser. 1871
iv, 426 p.: 22 cm.; CTRG00-B73.
Fiche: 33,650-33,660

Holton, Edward D.
Travels with jottings: from midland to the Pacific.
Milwaukee: Trayser Bros., printers. 1880
"Written for, and published, chiefly, as souvenirs to personal acquaintances and friends."; 94 p., [1] leaf of plates: port.; 23 cm.; CTRG00-B74.
Fiche: 33,661-33,664

Harrington, Charles.
Summering in Colorado.
Denver: Richards & Co. 1874
[10] leaves of plates: ill.; 20 cm.; CTRG00-B75.
Fiche: 33,665-33,669

Henry, James P.
Resources of the state of Arkansas: with description of counties, railroads, mines, and the city of Little Rock: the commercial, manufacturing, political and railroad center of the state.
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Selections of editorial articles from the St. Louis enquirer on the subject of Oregon and Texas : as originally published in that paper in the years 1818-19.
St. Louis : Missourian Off. 1844
and written by the Hon. Thomas H. Benton ; to which is prefixed, his speech in the Senate of the United States, in March, 1825, on the bill for the occupation of the Columbia river; 45 p.; CTRG00-B403.
Fiche: 34,393-34,394

A brief notice of the recent outrages committed by Isaac I. Stevens, governor of Washington Territory : the suspension of the writ of habeas corpus, the breaking up of courts, and the kidnapping of judges and clerks.
Olympia [Wash.] : [n.p.] 1856
"May 17, 1856."; 32 p. ; 23 cm.; CTRG00-B404.
Fiche: 34,395-34,396

Marryat, Frank, 1826-1855.
Mountains and molehills, or, Recollections of a burnt journal.
New York : Harper & Bros. 1855
with illustrations by the author; 393 p., [1] leaf of plates : ill. ; 20 cm.; CTRG00-B405.
Fiche: 34,397-34,406

Moffette, Joseph F.
The territories of Kansas and Nebraska : being an account of their geography, resources, and settlements, etc., etc., etc.
New York : J.H. Colton and Co. 1855
Publisher's advertisements: 36 p., second group.; 84, 36 p., [2] leaves of plates : 2 fold. maps ; 16 cm.; CTRG00-B400.
Fiche: 34,407-34,410
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Sawyer, Eugene T., d. 1924.
The life and career of Tiburcio Vasquez, the California bandit and murderer: containing a full and correct account of his many offenses against the law from boyhood up, his confessions, capture, trial and execution: to which is appended Judge Collins' address to the jury in behalf of the prisoner.
[Calif.? : s.n.], (San Francisco : Bacon). c.1875
Fiche: 34,411-34,413

Ferguson, Charles D., b. 1832 or 3.
The experiences of a Forty-niner during thirty-four years' residence in California and Australia.
Cleveland, O[hi]o : Williams Pub. Co. 1888
Fiche: 34,414-34,427

Garcés, Francisco Tomás Hermenegildo, 1738-1781.
On the trail of a Spanish pioneer: the diary and itinerary of Francisco Garcés (missionary priest) in his travels through Sonora, Arizona, and California, 1775-1776.
New York : F.P. Harper. 1900
translated from an official contemporaneous copy of the original Spanish manuscript, and edited with copious critical notes / by Elliot Coues; Includes index.: 2 v. : ill., maps (1 fold.), port., facsims. ; 24 cm.; CTRG00-B408.
Fiche: 34,428-34,445

Homes, Henry A. (Henry Augustus), 1812-1887.
Our knowledge of California and the North-West Coast one hundred years since: read before the Albany Institute, February 15, 1870.
Albany, N.Y. : J. Munsell. 1870
Includes bibliographical references.; 20 p. ; 23 cm.; CTRG00-B409.
Fiche: 34,446-34,447

Huntley, H.V. (Henry Vere), Sir, 1795-1864.
California: its gold and its inhabitants / by the author of "Seven years on the slave coast of Africa," "Peregrine Scramble," &c.
London : T.C. Newby. 1856
Also published [London, 185?] under title: Adventures in California ... ; 2 v. ; 21 cm.; CTRG00-B410.
Fiche: 34,448-34,462

Houstoun, Mrs. (Matilda Charlotte), 1815?-1892.
Texas and the Gulf of Mexico, or, Yachting in the New World.
London : John Murray. 1844
2 v. : ill., port. ; 21 cm.; CTRG00-B414.
Fiche: 34,483-34,500

Franklin, John Benjamin.
A cheap trip to the Great Salt Lake City: an annotated lecture delivered before the President of America and representatives, the mayors of Liverpool and Manchester.
Ipswich : J. Scoggins. [1864]
Fiche: 34,508-34,509

United States. Army. Military Division of the Missouri.
Washington : G.P.O. 1882
made by Lieut. Gen. P.H. Sheridan, commanding the Military Division of the Missouri ; with the itinerary of Col. Jas. F. Gregory, and a geological and botanical report by W.H. Forwood; Pages 56-69 contain a list of plants collected, which were identified by George Engelmann and Asa Gray.; 69 p., [4] leaves of plates : ill., maps (1 fold.) ; 26 cm.; CTRG00-B411.
Fiche: 34,463-34,466

Victor, Frances Fuller, 1826-1902.
Atlantis arisen, or, Talks of a tourist about Oregon and Washington.
Philadelphia : J.B. Lippincott Co. 1891
Fiche: 34,467-34,478

Font, Pedro, d. 1781.
The Anza expedition of 1775-1776: diary of Pedro Font.
Berkeley, Calif. : University of California. 1913
edited by Frederick J. Teggart; Spanish original, with English translation, on facing pages. From the manuscripts in the University of California, dated at the mission of Ures, June 23, 1776.; 131 p. ; 24 cm.; CTRG00-B413.
Fiche: 34,479-34,482

G.T.T., Gone to Texas: letters from our boys.
New York : Macmillan and Co. 1884
edited by Thomas Hughes; xiii, 228 p. ; 20 cm.; CTRG00-B415.
Fiche: 34,483-34,500

G.T.T., Gone to Texas: letters from our boys.
New York : Macmillan and Co. 1884
edited by Thomas Hughes; xiii, 228 p. ; 20 cm.; CTRG00-B415.
Fiche: 34,501-34,507
Holley, Mary Austin, 1784-1846.
Texas : observations, historical, geographical and descriptive : in a series of letters, written during a visit to Austin's Colony, with a view to a permanent settlement in that colony, in the Autumn of 1831. Baltimore : Armstrong & Plaskitt. 1833
"With an appendix, containing specific answers to certain questions, relative to colonization in Texas, issued some time since by the London Geographical Society. Also, some notice of the recent political events in that quarter."; 167 p., [1] leaf of plates : fold. map ; 22 cm.; CTRG00-B417.
Fiche: 34,510-34,514

Hooton, Charles, 1813?-1847.
St. Louis' Isle, or, Texiana : with additional observations made in the United States and in Canada. London : Simmonds & Ward. 1847
Fiche: 34,515-34,521

Kennedy, William, 1799-1871.
Texas : its geography, natural history and topography. New York : Benjamin and Young. 1844
Fiche: 34,522-34,525

Robinson, Philip Stewart, 1847-1902.
Sinners and saints : a tour across the States, and round them : with three months among the Mormons. Boston : Roberts Bros. 1883
Publisher's advertisements: 4 p., third group.; 4 p. ; 19 cm.; CTRG00-B427.
Fiche: 34,526-34,535

Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway Company.
California, the Golden State. [Chicago? : s.n.]. [c.1909]
"c, 1909 by John Sebastian."--Verso t.-p.; 47 p.; CTRG00-B428.
Fiche: 34,536-34,538

Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway Company. Passenger Dept.
Under the turquoise sky in Colorado : in which is shown how pleasant, healthful and economical a sojourn in the ideal vacation-land may be. [Chicago?] : Passenger Dept., Rock Island System. 1905
79 p. : ill.; CTRG00-B429.
Fiche: 34,539-34,542

Rossi, Louis.
Fiche: 34,558-34,565

Representative men of Colorado in the nineteenth century : a portrait gallery of many of the men who have been instrumental in the upbuilding of Colorado : including not only the pioneers, but others who, coming later, have added their quota, until the once territory is now the splendid state. New York ; Denver : Rowell Art Pub. Co. [c.1902]
Chiefly portraits. Includes index.; xii, 272 p. : ports, ; 24 cm.; CTRG00-B432.
Fiche: 34,566-34,573

Roemer, Ferdinand, 1818-1891.
mit einem naturwissenschafflichen Anhang; Includes bibliographical references.; xiv, 464 p., [1] leaf of plates : 1 folded map ; 22 cm.; CTRG00-B433.
Fiche: 34,574-34,575
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Ross, Alexander, 1783-1856.
The fur hunters of the far West: a narrative of adventures in the Oregon and Rocky Mountains. London: Smith, Elder and Co. 1855
"Vocabulary of the languages spoken by the Nez Percâes and other tribes inhabiting the country about the Great Fores of Columbia River."--Vol. 1, p. [313]-323.; 2 v.: ill., folded map, port., charts; 20 cm.; CTRG00-B434.
Fiche: 34,588-34,602

Powell, John J.
Wonders of the Sierra Nevada, and Coast Range. San Francisco [Calif.]: [s.n.] (San Francisco: H.S. Crocker & Co.). 1881
Fiche: 34,603-34,608

E.M.H.
Ranch life in California.
London: W.H. Allen & Co. 1886
Fiche: 34,609-34,613

Lewis and Clark Centennial Exposition (1905: Portland, Or.).
Oregon: a story of progress and development: together with an account of the Lewis & Clark Centennial Exposition to be held in Portland, Oregon from June first to October fifteenth, nineteen hundred and five.
Portland, Or.: Press of F.W. Baltes and Co. 1904
compiled by Henry E. Reed; Includes index.; 96 p.: ill., ports., map; 20 cm.; CTRG00-B437.
Fiche: 34,614-34,618

Reister, J.T.
Sketches of Colorado: valuable information obtained from personal observations of this new Eldorado.
Macon, Mo.: Examiner Print. Co. 1876
62 p.; 15 cm.; CTRG00-B438.
Fiche: 34,619-34,621

Rice, Harvey, 1800-1891.
Letters from the Pacific slope, or, First impressions.
New York: D. Appleton & Co. 1870
135 p.; 19 cm.; CTRG00-B439.
Fiche: 34,622-34,625

Rideout, J.B., Mrs.
Camping out in California.
San Francisco: R. R. Patterson. [1889]
Fiche: 34,626-34,632

Roberts, Oran Milo, 1815-1898.
A description of Texas: its advantages and resources, with some account of their development, past, present and future.
St. Louis, Mo.: Gilbert Book Co. 1881
Fiche: 34,633-34,637

Robertson, Wyndham, 1803-1888.
Oregon, our right and title: containing an account of the condition of the Oregon Territory, its soil, climate, and geographical position: together with a statement of the claims of Russia, Spain, Great Britain, and the United States.
Washington [D.C.]: Printed by J. & G.S. Gideon. 1846
"Table of distances."--P. 173-178. "Appendix, containing the diplomatic correspondence, treaties and negotiations, between Russia, Spain, Great Britain and the United States, as contained in the excellent work of Lieutenant George Wilkes."--P. [i]-xxiv.; 203, xxiv p.; [1] leaf of plates: fold. map, charts; 23 cm.; CTRG00-B488.
Fiche: 34,638-34,644

Sanborn, Kate, 1839-1917.
A truthful woman in southern California.
New York: D. Appleton and Co. 1893
192 p.; 18 cm.; CTRG00-B489.
Fiche: 34,645-34,650

Saunders, Charles Francis, 1859-1941.
Under the sky in California.
New York: McBride, Nast & Co. 1913
illustrated from photographs mainly by C.F. and E.H. Saunders; Partly reprinted from various periodicals.; [8], 299 p.; [48] leaves of plates: ill.; 22 cm.; CTRG00-B490.
Fiche: 34,651-34,662

Schlagintweit, Robert von, 1833-1885.
Californien: Land und Leute.
Cöln: E.H. Mayer, New York: E. Steiger. 1871
"Literatur": p. [369]-374.; xvi, 380 p.: ill., port., charts; 20 cm.; CTRG00-B491.
Fiche: 34,663-34,673

Strahorn, Robert E. (Robert Edmund), 1852-1944.
The hand-book of Wyoming and guide to the Black Hills and Big Horn regions: a glimpse at the prominent resources of the territory: with special articles on stock raising, mining, lumbering, agriculture, manufacturing, climate, scenery, game, fish, etc. and full descriptions of the Big Horn, Black Hills and Yellowstone regions: for citizen, emigrant, and tourist.
Cheyenne, Wyo.: Knight & Leonard, printers. 1877
272 p.; 18 cm.; CTRG00-B669.
Fiche: 34,667-34,674
Schoolcraft, Henry Rowe, 1793-1864.
Scenes and adventures in the semi-alpine region of the Ozark Mountains of Missouri and Arkansas, which were first traversed by De Soto, in 1541.
Philadelphia : Lippincott, Grambo & Co. 1853
Journal of a tour in 1818, from the mouth of the Ohio to St. Louis and thence across Missouri to the Ozark region of southern Missouri and northern Arkansas.; 256 p., [3] leaves of plates : ill., plans ; 23 cm.; CTRG00-B492.
Fiche: 34,674-34,680

Southern Pacific Company.
The Shasta Route in all of its grandeur : a scenic guide book from San Francisco, California, to Portland, Oregon, on the road of a thousand wonders.
Chicago, Ill. : [Southern Pacific Co.]. [1920?]
Fiche: 34,681-34,683

Shaw, David Augustus, 1826-1915.
Eldorado, or, California as seen by a pioneer, 1850-1900.
Los Angeles, Calif. : B.R. Baumgardt & Co. 1900
Fiche: 34,684-34,692

Pacific Land Improvement Company.
A description of the towns on the great Santa Fe Route.
Los Angeles, Calif. : Los Angeles Print. Co. 1888
on sale by the Pacific Land Improvement Company; 29 p., [5] leaves of plates : ill., map ; 22 cm.; CTRG00-B495.
Fiche: 34,693-34,694

Parker, Nathan H. (Nathan Howe).
The Kansas and Nebraska handbook for 1857-8.
Boston : J.P. Jewett and Co. ; Cleveland, Ohio : H.P.B. Jewett, 1857
"With a new and accurate map."; 189 p., [1] leaf of plates : fold, map ; 19 cm.; CTRG00-B496.
Fiche: 34,695-34,700

Paxson, Frederic L. (Frederic Logan), 1877-1948.
The county boundaries of Colorado.
[Boulder, Colo. : University of Colorado]. [1906]
Fiche: 34,701-34,702

Page, Frederic Benjamin.
Prairiedom : rambles and scrambles in Texas or New Estrémadura.
New York : Paine & Burgess. 1845
Fiche: 34,703-34,708

Palmer, Joel, 1810-1881.
Journal of travels over the Rocky Mountains, to the mouth of the Columbia River, made during the years 1845 and 1846 : containing minute descriptions of the valleys of the Willamette, Umpqua, and Clamet; a general description of Oregon Territory, its inhabitants, climate, soil, productions, etc., etc. ; a list of necessary outfits for emigrants; and a table of distances from camp to camp on the route : also, a letter from the Rev. H.H. Spalding, resident missionary, for the last ten years, among the Nez Percé tribe of Indians, on the Koos-koos-kee River; the organic laws of Oregon Territory : tables of about 300 words of the Chinook jargon, and about 200 words of the Nez Percé language ; a description of Mount Hood : incidents of travel, &c., &c.
Cincinnati : J.A. & U.P. James. 1851
"Words used in the Chinook jargon." : P. 147-152.
"Words used in the Nez Përâe language." : P. 152-157.; 189 p. ; 20 cm.; CTRG00-B499.
Fiche: 34,709-34,714

Peck, George W. (George Washington), 1817-1859.
Aurifodina, or, Adventures in the gold region.
New York : Baker and Scribner. 1849
103 p. ; 18 cm.; CTRG00-B500.
Fiche: 34,715-34,718

Phillips, David Lyman.
Letters from California : its mountains, valleys, plains, lakes, rivers, climate and productions : also its railroads, cities, towns and people as seen in 1876.
Springfield : Illinois State Journal Co. 1877
viii, 171 p. ; 23 cm.; CTRG00-B525.
Fiche: 34,719-34,724

Player-Frowd, J.G.
Six months in California.
London : Longmans, Green, and Co. 1872
Publisher's advertisements on p. [1]-32 at end.; 164, 32 p. ; 20 cm.; CTRG00-B524.
Fiche: 34,725-34,730

Pollock, J.M.
The unvarnished West : ranching as I found it.
London : Simpkin, Marshall, Hamilton, Kent & Co. [1911]
Fiche: 34,731-34,738
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Portland Chamber of Commerce (Or.).  
Oregon : the land of opportunity.  
[Portland, Or. : Portland Chamber of Commerce].  
[1911]  
Fiche: 34,739-34,741

Powell, John J.  
The Golden State and its resources.  
San Francisco : Bacon & Co., Printers. 1874  
219 p. ; 19 cm.; CTRG00-B557.  
Fiche: 34,742-34,747

Powell, John J.  
Nevada : the land of silver.  
San Francisco : Bacon & Co., Printers. 1876  
vii, 305 p., [16] leaves of plates : ill., plans ; 23 cm.; CTRG00-B558.  
Fiche: 34,748-34,756

Route from Liverpool to Great Salt Lake valley : together with a geographical and historical description of Utah ... : also an authentic history of the Latter-Day Saints' emigration from Europe.  
Liverpool : Printed by F.D. Richards ; London : Latter-Day Saints' Book Depot. 1855  
edited by James Linforth ; illustrated with steel engravings and wood cuts from sketches made by Frederick Piercy; 120 p., [31] leaves of plates : ill., fold. map, ports ; 32 cm.; CTRG00-B559.  
Fiche: 34,757-34,763

Woods, Daniel B.  
Sixteen months at the gold diggings.  
New York : Harper & Bros. 1851  
Publisher's advertisements: p. [1]-6 at end.; 199, 6 p. ; 20 cm.; CTRG00-B575.  
Fiche: 34,764-34,769

De Quille, Dan, 1829-1898.  
A history of the Comstock silver lode and mines, Nevada and the Great Basin region, Lake Tahoe and the High Sierras : the mountains, valleys, lakes, rivers, hot springs, deserts, and other wonders of the "Eastern slope" of the Sierras : the mineral and agricultural resources of "Silverland" : towns, settlements, mining, and reduction works, railways, lumber flumes, pine shafts and tunnels, and the many improvements and industries of Nevada.  
Virginia, Nev. : F. Boegle. [1889]  
158 p. ; 18 cm.; CTRG00-B577.  
Fiche: 34,786-34,790

Powell, John J.  
The Golden State and its resources.  
San Francisco : Bacon & Co., Printers. 1874  
219 p. ; 19 cm.; CTRG00-B557.  
Fiche: 34,742-34,747

Powell, John J.  
Nevada : the land of silver.  
San Francisco : Bacon & Co., Printers. 1876  
vii, 305 p., [16] leaves of plates : ill., plans ; 23 cm.; CTRG00-B558.  
Fiche: 34,748-34,756

Route from Liverpool to Great Salt Lake valley : together with a geographical and historical description of Utah ... : also an authentic history of the Latter-Day Saints' emigration from Europe.  
Liverpool : Printed by F.D. Richards ; London : Latter-Day Saints' Book Depot. 1855  
edited by James Linforth ; illustrated with steel engravings and wood cuts from sketches made by Frederick Piercy; 120 p., [31] leaves of plates : ill., fold. map, ports ; 32 cm.; CTRG00-B559.  
Fiche: 34,757-34,763

Woods, Daniel B.  
Sixteen months at the gold diggings.  
New York : Harper & Bros. 1851  
Publisher's advertisements: p. [1]-6 at end.; 199, 6 p. ; 20 cm.; CTRG00-B575.  
Fiche: 34,764-34,769

De Quille, Dan, 1829-1898.  
A history of the Comstock silver lode and mines, Nevada and the Great Basin region, Lake Tahoe and the High Sierras : the mountains, valleys, lakes, rivers, hot springs, deserts, and other wonders of the "Eastern slope" of the Sierras : the mineral and agricultural resources of "Silverland" : towns, settlements, mining, and reduction works, railways, lumber flumes, pine shafts and tunnels, and the many improvements and industries of Nevada.  
Virginia, Nev. : F. Boegle. [1889]  
158 p. ; 18 cm.; CTRG00-B577.  
Fiche: 34,786-34,790

Stansbury, Howard.  
An expedition to the valley of the Great Salt Lake of Utah : including a description of its geography, natural history, and minerals, and an analysis of its waters : with an authentic account of the Mormon settlement also, a reconnoissance of a new route through the Rocky Mountains, and two large and accurate maps of that region.  
London : Sampson Low, Son and Co. ; Philadelphia : Lippincott, Grambo, and Co. 1852  
illustrated ... from drawings taken on the spot; includes index. includes bibliographical references.  
Fiche: 34,796-34,813
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United States. Army. Corps of Engineers.

Reports of the Secretary of War: with reconnaissances of routes from San Antonio to El Paso / by Brevet Lt. Col. J.E. Johnston ... [et al.]; also, the report of Capt. R. B. Marcy's route from Fort Smith to Santa Fe, and the report of Lieut. J. H. Simpson of an expedition into Navajo country, and the report of Lieutenant W.H.C. Whiting's reconnaissances of the western frontier of Texas.

Washington: Printed at the Union Office. 1850

"31st Congress, 1st Session. [Senate] [sic] Ex. Doc. No. 64." "July 24, 1850." Includes bibliographical references.; 250 p., [2], 74 leaves of plates (some folded) : ill., 2 fold. maps, charts ; 23 cm.; CTRG00-B580.

Fiche: 34,814-34,825

Upham, Samuel C. (Samuel Curtis), 1819-1885.

Notes of a voyage to California via Cape Horn : together with scenes in El Dorado, in the years 1849-'50.

Philadelphia : S.C. Upham. 1878

"With an appendix containing reminiscences of pioneer journalism in California; California Day at the Centennial Exhibition, Philadelphia, Sept. 9th, 1876; re-unions and banquets of the Associated Pioneers of California, in New York, January 18th, 1877 and 1878; celebration of Admission Day, at Long Branch, N.J., Sept. 8th, 1877; reception of General John C. Fremont, Aug. 1st. 1878, and to Hon. Philip A. Roach, June 19th, 1876; dedication of the Lick Monument at Fredericksburg, Pa., April 22d, 1878; extracts from the manuscript journal of the 'King's orphan,' in the year 1843; pioneer and kindred organizations; together with the articles of association and roll of members of 'The Associated Pioneers of the Territorial Days of California'."; 594 p., [2] leaves of plates : ill., ports, music ; 24 cm.; CTRG00-B581.

Fiche: 34,826-34,840

Vielé, Teresa Griffin, 1831 or 2-1906.

"Following the drum": a glimpse of frontier life.

New York : Rudd & Carleton. 1858

Publishers' advertisements: p. [1]-4 at end of text.; 256, 4 p. : 19 cm.; CTRG00-B582.

Fiche: 34,841-34,847

Truman, Benjamin Cummings, 1835-1916.

Semi-tropical California : its climate, healthfulness, productiveness, and scenery : its magnificent stretches of vine-yards and groves of semi-tropical fruits, etc., etc., etc.

San Francisco : A.L. Bancroft & Co. 1874

204 p. ; 23 cm; CTRG00-B583.

Fiche: 34,848-34,853

Tullidge's quarterly magazine.

Salt Lake City : Star Print. Co. 1880-1885

"Contains the history of Salt Lake City by E.W. Tullidge, having special title page and separate pagination running through its first 3 issues."; 3 v. ; 24 cm.; CTRG00-S6.

Fiche: 34,854-34,908

Turrill, Charles B. (Charles Beebe), 1854-1927.

California notes.

San Francisco : E. Bosqui, printers. 1876

"First volume." No more published. Includes bibliographical references.; xi, 231 p. : maps, charts ; 15 cm.; CTRG00-B663.

Fiche: 34,909-34,915

Union Pacific Railroad Company. Passenger Dept.

The resources and attractions of Utah.

[Omaha, Neb.] : The Dept. (Chicago : Rand, McNally & Co.). 1889

with the compliments of the Passenger Department, Union Pacific; 2nd ed., rev. and enl.; Much of the original matter was prepared by Robert E. Strahorn. "A complete and comprehensive description of the agricultural, stock raising and mineral resources of the state; also, statistics in regard to its climate, etc., compiled from the latest reports of 1888."--P. [1], cover.; 80 p., [1] leaf of plates : map ; 20 cm.; CTRG00-B664.

Fiche: 34,916-34,918

Union Pacific Railroad Company. Passenger Dept.

Wyoming, its resources and attractions.

[Omaha, Neb. : The Dept.]. [1903]

compliments of the Passenger Department, Union Pacific;

"A complete and comprehensive review of the mineral, agricultural resources, and stock growing interests; also, the scenic and climatic attractions, the famous health and pleasure resorts, the commerical, industrial, financial, social, educational, and religious advantages of the state of Wyoming."--P. [3]

"Omaha, March 1903."--P. [3] Compiled from various sources including Union Pacific publications. "... [T]he compiler is specially indebted to Professor Wilbur C. Knight ... for his invaluable assistance in gathering data."--P. [3]; 114 p. : map, charts ; 21 cm.; CTRG00-B665.

Fiche: 34,919-34,922


Report upon the reconnaissance of northwestern Wyoming, including Yellowstone National Park:

made in the summer of 1873.


with appendix; Includes index.; vi, 331 p., [58] leaves of plates (some folded) : ill., maps, charts ; 24 cm.; CTRG00-B666.

Fiche: 34,923-34,939

Steele, James W. (James William), 1840-1905.

Old Californian days.

Chicago : Belford-Clarke Co. c.1889


Fiche: 34,940-34,946
Steel, William Gladstone.
The mountains of Oregon.
Portland : D. Steel. 1890
"Oregon Alpine club": p. [67]-84. Includes index.
Fiche: 34,947-34,950

Stephens, Louise G., b.1843.
Letters from an Oregon ranch.
Chicago : A.C. McClurg & Co. 1905
Fiche: 34,951-34,957

In the footprints of the padres / by Charles Warren Stoddard.
San Francisco : A.M. Robertson. 1902
Litany of the shrines -- Old days in El Dorado -- A memory of Monterey -- A bit of old China -- A mysterious history -- The egg-pickers of the Farallones -- Inland yachting -- In a Californian bungalow.; 335 p., [8] leaves of plates : ill. ; 19 cm.; CTRG00-B670.
Fiche: 34,958-34,966

Sweet, Alexander Edwin, 1841-1901.
On a Mexican mustang : through Texas, from the Gulf to the Rio Grande.
Hartford, Conn. : S.S. Scranton & Co. 1883
Fiche: 34,975-34,991

Stiff, Edward.
The Texan emigrant : being a narration of the adventures of the author in Texas, and a description of the soil, climate, productions, minerals, towns, bays, harbors, rivers, institutions, and manners and customs of the inhabitants of that country : together with the principal incidents of fifteen years revolution in Mexico : and embracing a condensed statement of interesting events in Texas, from the first European settlement in 1692, down to the year 1840.
Cincinnati : George Conclin. 1840
Fiche: 34,992-35,001

Southern California Bureau of Information.
Southern California : an authentic description of its natural features, resources, and prospects : containing reliable information for the homeseeker, tourist, and invalid.
Los Angeles, Cal[if]. : The Bureau, 1892 (Los Angeles, Cal[if]. : Bureau of Information Print.). 1892
Fiche: 35,002-35,006

South Western Immigration Company, Austin (Tex.).
Illustrated sketches of Death Valley and other borax deserts of the Pacific Coast.
Chicago [Ill.] : Rand, McNally & Co. 1892
Fiche: 35,015-35,022

Spears, John Randolph, 1850-1936.
Illustrated sketches of Death Valley and other borax deserts of the Pacific Coast.
Chicago [Ill.] : Rand, McNally & Co. 1892
Fiche: 35,015-35,022

Spec.
Line etchings : a trip from the Missouri River to the Rocky Mountains, via the Kansas Pacific Railway.
St. Louis : Woodward, Tiernan & Hale. 1875
69 p. ; ill., map ; 25 cm.; CTRG00-B677.
Fiche: 35,023-35,026

Steele, James W. (James William), 1840-1905.
Colorado the magnificent.
[Chicago : Winshp]. [1900?]
Caption title. "Scenes along the Great Rock Island Route"--verso t.-p.; 45 p. : ill.; CTRG00-B678.
Fiche: 35,027-35,029

The westward march of emigration in the United States : considered in its bearing upon the near future of Colorado and New Mexico.
Lancaster, Pa. : Inquirer Print. and Publ. Co. 1874
"March, 1874."; 53 p. ; 23 cm.; CTRG00-B679.
Fiche: 35,030-35,032
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White, John M.
Fiche: 35,033-35,039
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Fiche: 35,708-35,709

Rae, John, 1813-1893.
The Arctic regions and Hudson's Bay route.
Fiche: 70,032-70,033

Marcou, Jules, 1824-1898.
Une ascension dans les Montagnes Rocheuses.
Fiche: 70,062-70,063

Marcy, Randolph Barnes, 1812-1887.
Thirty years of army life on the border: comprising descriptions of the Indian nomads of the plains: explorations of new territory: a trip across the Rocky Mountains in the winter: descriptions of the habits of different animals found in the West, and the methods of hunting them: with incidents in the life of different frontier men. &c., &c.
Fiche: 70,074-70,085

Frémont, John Charles, 1813-1890.
Fiche: 70,172-70,194

Gilpin, William, 1822-1894.
Mission of the North American people, geographical, social, and political: illustrated by six charts delineating the physical architecture and thermal laws of all the continents.
Fiche: 70,195-70,201
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Hayden, F.V. (Ferdinand Vandevere), 1829-1887.
The great West : its attractions and resources : containing a popular description of the marvellous scenery, physical geography, fossils, and glaciers of this wonderful region and the recent explorations in the Yellowstone park, 'The wonderland of America'. Bloomington, Ill. : C.R. Brodix. 1880 also, valuable information to travellers and settlers concerning climate, health, mining, husbandry, education, the Indians, Mormonism, the Chinese; with the homestead, pre-emption, land, and mining laws / by a corps of able contributors; Appears to be a prospectus for the complete volume (528 p., [26] leaves of plates) published that same year by Brodix. "Sold only by subscription."; p. 17-87, [2] leaves of plates : ill., map.; CTRG00-B2003.
Fiche: 70,226-70,228

Bledsoe, A J. (Anthony Jennings), b. 1858.
Fiche: 70,259-70,264

Bowles, Samuel, 1826-1878.
Fiche: 70,265-70,277

Bowles, Samuel, 1826-1878.
Fiche: 70,278-70,281

Cooke, Philip St. George, 1809-1895.
Fiche: 70,316-70,317

Dunaway, Abigail Scott, 1834-1915.
Fiche: 70,320-70,327

Kearny, Stephen Watts, 1794-1848.
Fiche: 70,414-70,416

Hilgard, Theodor Erasmus, 1790-1873.
Fiche: 70,417-70,426

Möllhausen, Balduin, 1825-1905.
Diary of a journey from the Mississippi to the coasts of the Pacific with a United States government expedition. London : Longman, Brown, Green, Longmans, & Roberts. 1858 with an introduction by Alexander von Humbolt and illustrations in chromo-lithography ; translated by Mrs. Percy Sinnett; The writer accompanied Lieut. Whipple's expedition.; 2 v. ; ill. (some col.), fold. map ; 22 cm.; CTRG00-B2071.
Fiche: 70,437-70,456

Domenech, Emmanuel, 1825 or 6-1886.
Fiche: 70,495-70,500

Ruxton, George Frederick Augustus, 1820-1848.
Life in the far West. Edinburgh : W. Blackwood and Sons. 1849 xvi, 312 p. ; 18 cm.; CTRG00-B2059.
Fiche: 70,566-70,572

Berkeley, Grantley F. (Grantley Fitzhardinge), 1800-1881.
Fiche: 70,591-70,601
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Carleton, James Henry, 1814-1873.
The overland route to California.[Philadelphia: Stryker's American register and magazine], [1850]
Caption title. From: Stryker's American register and magazine, v. 4, July 1850; p. 246-252; 21 cm.;
Fiche: 70,602

Dragoon expedition: Fort Leavenworth, Oct. 3, 1839.[Washington, D.C.: T. Barnard], [1839]
From: Army and Navy chronicle, new series, v. 9, 1839; p. 285-286.;
Fiche: 70,625

Holladay, Ben, 1819-1887.
Table of distances of the Overland Daily Stage line from Atchison, Kansas, to Great Salt Lake City.
New York: Slote & Jane. 1863
4 p.; 13 cm.;
Fiche: 70,663

Hartford Union Mining and Trading Company.
Around the Horn in '49: journal of the Hartford Union Mining and Trading Company: containing the name, residence and occupation of each member, with incidents of the voyage, &c. &c.[Hartford, Conn.?]: Printed by L.J. Hall. 1849
Extracts from the journal were printed in the Supplement of the 'Courant' (Hartford) of June 2, 1849, with the statement that the journal was kept by George G. Webster and printed by Hall. The authorship has also been attributed to Hall.; v, [5], 252 p., [1] leaf of plates: ill., ports.;
Fiche: 70,870-70,877

Lenox, Edward Henry, b. 1827.
Overland to Oregon in the tracks of Lewis and Clarke: history of the first emigration to Oregon in 1843.
Oakland, Calif.: [Dowdle Press], 1904
Edited by Robert Whitaker; Limited ed.; "Illustrations and introduction by R. Morgenier." "Members of the first emigration party to the Columbia River Nov. 1, 1843." -- P. 63-69; ix, 69 p.: ill., map, ports.; 24 cm.;
Fiche: 70,993-70,996

Applegate, Jesse A. (Jesse Applegate), 1835-1919.
Recollections of my boyhood.
"Oregon pioneer of 1843."; 99 p.;
Fiche: 71,353-71,355

Capron, E.S. (Elisha Smith), 1806-1883.
History of California: from its discovery to the present time: comprising also a full description of its climate, surface, soil, rivers, towns, beasts, birds, fishes, state of its society, agriculture, commerce, mines, mining, &c.; with a journal of the voyage from New York, via Nicaragua, to San Francisco, and back, via Panama.
Boston: J.P. Jewett, 1854
xi, 356 p.; [1] leaf of plates: map (fold.) ; 19 cm.;
Fiche: 71,408-71,415

Hughes, John Taylor, 1817-1862.
Doniphan's Expedition: containing an account of the conquest of New Mexico: General Kearney's overland expedition to California: Doniphan's campaign against the Navajos, his unparalleled march upon Chichuahua and Durango, and the operations of general Price at Santa Fe: with a sketch of the life of Col. Donipahn.
Cincinnati: J.A. & U.P. James, 1848
Fiche: 71,485-71,495

Fages, Pedro.
Expedition to San Francisco Bay in 1770.
Berkeley, Calif.: University of California, 1911
Diary of Pedro Fages; edited by Herbert Eugene Bolton; Spanish and English on opposite pages. The expedition traversed the country from Monterey to a point near the present Alameda.
Providence, R.I.: John Carter Brown Library (Boston: Boston, Merrymount Press), 1911
Drawn by Pedro Fone; with an explanation by Irving Berdine Richman; "One hundred and twenty-five copies printed at the Merrymount Press, Boston, June, 1911." Font was "chaplain and cartographer to the expedition led by Juan Bautista de Ansa, which made the overland journey from northern Mexico to the California coast during the winter of 1775-1776."; 7 p., [5] leaves of plates: 3 maps (1 fold.), facsimile.; 42 cm.;
Fiche: 71,867-71,868

Fages, Pedro.
Expedition to San Francisco Bay in 1770.
Providence, R.I.: John Carter Brown Library (Boston: Boston, Merrymount Press), 1911
Diary of Pedro Fages; edited by Herbert Eugene Bolton; Spanish and English on opposite pages. The expedition traversed the country from Monterey to a point near the present Alameda.
Providence, R.I.: John Carter Brown Library (Boston: Boston, Merrymount Press), 1911
Drawn by Pedro Fone; with an explanation by Irving Berdine Richman; "One hundred and twenty-five copies printed at the Merrymount Press, Boston, June, 1911." Font was "chaplain and cartographer to the expedition led by Juan Bautista de Ansa, which made the overland journey from northern Mexico to the California coast during the winter of 1775-1776."; 7 p., [5] leaves of plates: 3 maps (1 fold.), facsimile.; 42 cm.;
Fiche: 71,867-71,868
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Routes of travel in Colorado : a hand-book of information for the tourist, invalid, capitalist and immigrant : tables of distances by rail, coach and public roads ... : sketches of towns and cities, and points of interest to travellers ... : general information respecting Colorado, etc., etc.
Denver, Colo. : Office of the Rocky Mountain News. 1874
Fiche: 72,079-72,082

Saint-Amant, Pierre Charles Fournier de, 1800-1872.
Voyages en California et dans l'Oregon.
Paris : L.Maison. 1854
Fiche: 72,363-72,379

Ross, Alexander, 1783-1856.
Adventures of the first settlers on the Oregon or Columbia River : being a narrative of the expedition fitted out by John Jacob Astor, to establish the "Pacific Fur Company" : with an account of some Indian tribes on the coast of the Pacific.
London : Smith, Elder and Co. 1849
Fiche: 72,408-72,417

Union Pacific Railroad Company. Passenger Dept.
The resources and attractions of Colorado : for the home seeker, capitalist, and tourist.
with the compliments of the Passenger Department, Union Pacific; 2nd ed.; Compiled by Robert E. Strahorn.; 91 p. : fold. map. ; 20 cm.; CTRG00-B2012.
Fiche: 72,469-72,472

Vollmer, Carl Gottfried Wilhelm, d.1864.
Californien und das Goldfieber : Reisen in dem wilden Western Nord-Amerika's : Leben und Sitten der Goldgräber : Mormonen und Indianer.
Berlin : T. Thiele. 1863
Fiche: 72,501-72,518

United States. Army. Quartermaster Corps.
Annual report of the Quartermaster General : of the operations of the Quartermaster's Department, for the fiscal year ending on the 30th June, 1850.
Washington : C. Alexander, Printer. 1851
Provides information on the activities and accomplishments of the Quartermaster's Dept. regarding fiscal matters, transportation, clothing, equipment and other supplies of the Army; also discusses the maintenance of supplies and national cemeteries. "A report, in a form of journal, to the Quartermaster General, of the march of the regiment of mounted riflemen to Oregon, from May 10 to October 5, 1849. By Major Osborne Cross. Washington, 1851. (Same in Senate Exec. Docs. 2d sess. 31st Congress, Vol. 1, 1850-51.)."--Typewritten p. preceding t.-p. Annual Report of the Quartermaster General -- A report, in a form of journal, to the Quartermaster General, of the march of the regiment of mounted riflemen to Oregon -- Appendix.; 218 p., [36] leaves of plates : ill. (some fold.); CTRG00-B2013.
Fiche: 72,985-72,992

Browne, J. Ross (John Ross), 1821-1875.
Crusoe's island : a ramble in the footsteps of Alexander Selkirk : with sketches of adventure in California and Washoe.
New York : Harper & Bros. 1867
436 p. : ill., map, plan ; 20cm.; CTRG00-B2014.
Fiche: 73,065-73,075

Crumpton, H.J. (Hezekiah John), b.1828.
The adventures of two Alabama boys.
Montgomery, Ala. : Paragon Press. 1912
by H.J. and W.B. Crumpton; pt. 1. The adventures of Dr. H.J. Crumpton, of Piedmont, California, in his efforts to reach the gold fields in 1849 -- pt. 2. The adventures of Rev. W.B. Crumpton, going to and returning from California including his lecture "The original tramp, or How a boy got through the lines to the Confederacy" -- pt. 3. To California and back after a lapse of forty years.; 238 p., [1] leaf of plates : ill., ports. ; 20 cm.; CTRG00-B2027.
Fiche: 73,087-73,093

Hollister, Ovando James, 1834-1892.
The resources and attractions of Utah.
Salt Lake City : Tribune Print. and Pub. Co. 1882
Fiche: 73,223-73,226
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Hines, Gustavus, 1809-1873.
Life on the plains of the Pacific : Oregon: its history condition and prospects: containing a description of the geography, climate and productions, with personal adventures among the Indians during a residence of the author on the plains bordering the Pacific while connected with the Oregon mission : embracing extended notes of a voyage around the world.
Also published Buffalo, 1850, under title: A voyage round the world; with a history of the Oregon mission [etc.] Published later under various titles. The voyage extended from October 1839 to May 1846.
Fiche: 73,534-73,544

Carrington, Margaret Irvin, 1831-1870.
Ab-sa-ra-ka, home of the Crows : being the experience of an officer's wife on the plains ... with outlines of the natural features and resources of the land, tables of distances, maps, and other aids to the traveler : gathered from observation and other reliable sources.
Philadelphia: J.B. Lippincott & Co. 1869
Region covered by above name lies in northern Wyoming and southern Montana.
Fiche: 73,728-73,736

Dewees, William B.
Letters from an early settler of Texas.
Louisville, Ky. : [New Albany tribune print.] 1858
compiled by Cara Cardelle; 2nd ed.; 312 p.
Fiche: 73,749-73,756

Six years' resident.
Western Texas, the Australia of America, or, The place to live.
Cincinnati: For sale by E. Mendenhall. 1860
by a Six years' resident; 235 p.; 19 cm.
Fiche: 73,882-73,888

Grey, Frederick William.
Seeking fortune in America.
London: Smith, Elder & Co. 1912
Fiche: 74,013-74,021

Mandat-Grancey, E. (Edmond), baron de, 1842-1911.
Dans les Montagnes Rochesuses.
Paris: E. Plon, Nourrit et Co. 1894
Fiche: 74,075-74,083

Munsell, Marion Ebenezer, b.1862.
Flying sparks as told by a Pullman conductor.
Kansas City: Tiernan-Dart Print. Co. 1914
"The history of a trip from Kansas City to Hot Springs through Kansas, Oklahoma and Arkansas."
Fiche: 74,084-74,088

Davis, Richard Harding, 1864-1916.
The West from a car-window.
New York: Harper & Bros. 1892
Fiche: 74,125-74,132

Vivian, Arthur Pendarves, Sir, b.1834.
Wanderings in the western land.
London: S. Low, Marston, Searle & Rivington. 1880
Fiche: 74,175-74,187

Ayer, I. Winslow.
Life in the wilds of America and wonders of the West : in and beyond the bounds of civilization.
Grand Rapids, Mich.: Central Pub. Co. 1880
528 p., [1] leaf of plates : ill. ; 22 cm.
Fiche: 74,310-74,322

Abbott, Carlisle Stewart, b. 1828.
Recollections of a California pioneer.
Fiche: 74,325-74,331

Aldridge, Reginald.
Ranch notes in Kansas, Colorado, the Indian territory and northern Texas.
London: Longmans, Green and Co. 1884
Fiche: 74,353-74,359

Adam, George, fl. 1850.
The dreadful sufferings and thrilling adventures of an overland party of emigrants to California: their terrible conflicts with savage tribes of Indians and Mexican bands of robbers: with marriage, funeral, and other interesting ceremonies and customs of Indian life in the far West.
St. Louis, Mo.: Barclay & Co. 1850
compiled from the journal of Mr. George Adam, one of the adventurers by Wm. Beschke.; 71 p., [2] leaves of plates : ill.
Fiche: 74,360-74,362
Armstrong, Moses Kimball, 1832-1906.
The early empire builders of the great West.
St. Paul, Minn. : E.W. Porter. 1901
"Compiled and enlarged from the author's Early
history of Dakota Territory in 1866." Includes index.
Early history of Dakota Territory -- Natural resources
of the northwest territories as seen in 1866 -- Early
elections -- Pioneer legislatures and Indian wars --
Sketches of travel and early hardships -- Sketches of
Congress and western empire -- Speeches in
Congress on behalf of the West -- After a quarter of a
century, two capitals: Washington and Richmond --
Racy sketches of southern life.; ix, 456 p., [24] leaves
of plates : ill., port.; CTRG00-B2104.
Fiche: 74,365-74,377

Oregon. Governor (1845-1848 : Abernethy).
Circular : to the Oregon emigrants.
Oregon City : [s.n.]. 1847
Signed: "Geo. Abernethy, Governor of Oregon
Territory and Superintendent of Indian Affairs."
Printed on the press of the Spectator. Cf. McMurtrie,
Oregon Imprints, 1847-1870, no. 3. Contains advice
as to treatment of Indians, choice of routes, etc.;
Broadside ; 29 x 20 cm.; CTRG00-B2112.
Fiche: 74,466

Barney, William Henry, b. 1843.
Life and labour in the far, far West : being notes
of a tour in the western states, British Columbia,
Manitoba, and the North-West Territory.
London : Cassell & Co. 1884
"With specially prepared map, showing the author's
route." Includes index.; xvi, 432 p., [1] leaf of plates :
fold. map ; 22 cm.; CTRG00-B2113.
Fiche: 74,476-74,487

Barnes, Demas, 1827-1888.
From the Atlantic to the Pacific, overland : a
series of letters : describing a trip from New York,
via Chicago, Atchison, the Great Plains, Denver, the
Rocky Mountains, Central City, Colorado, Dakota,
Pike's Peak, Laramie Park, Bridger's Pass, Salt Lake
City, Utah, Nevada, Austin, Washoe, Virginia City,
the Sierras and California, to San Francisco : thence
home by Acapulco, and the Isthmus of Panama.
New York : D. Van nostrand. 1866
136 p., [1] leaf of plates : port. ; 20 cm.; CTRG00-
B2033.
Fiche: 74,488-74,491

Batty, Joseph.
Over the wilds to California, or, Eight years from
home.
Leeds : J. Parrott, 1867
edited by Rev. John Simpson; 64 p. : 17 cm.;
CTRG00-B2034.
Fiche: 74,538-74,540

Bennett, James, 1812 or 13-1869.
Overland journey to California : journal of James
Bennett, whose party left New Harmony in 1850 and
crossed the plains and mountains until the golden
West was reached.
New Harmony, Ind. : Times Print. 1906
Cover title. "Printed in an edition of 200 copies from
the files of the New Harmony Times wherein the
journal appeared serially March 16-August 3, 1906." Two
columns to the page.; 45 p. : 22 cm.; CTRG00-
B2035.
Fiche: 74,621-74,623

Dumbell, K.E.M. (Kate Ethel Mary), b. 1868.
California and the far West : suggestions for the
west bound traveler.
New York : J. Pott & Co. [c.1914]
"Hotel list."--P. [185]-196. "Book list."--P. 197-198.;
198 p., [1] leaf of plates : fold. map ; 17 cm.;
CTRG00-B2117.
Fiche: 74,829-74,834

History of the Pacific Northwest, Oregon and
Washington : a description of the conquest, settlement and
subjugation of the original territory of Oregon : also
interesting biographies of the earliest settlers and
more prominent men and women of the Pacific
Northwest, including a statistical and graphic
description of the climate, soil, productions,
industries, improvements and occupations, as well as
the natural advantages and resources and artificial
acquirements of the great states of Oregon and
Washington.
Portland, Or. : North Pacific History Co. 1889
compiled and published by the North Pacific History
Company; By Elwood Evans and other writers.
Includes index. Includes bibliographical references.;
2 v. : ill. (some fold.), ports., facsim.; CTRG00-
B2115.
Fiche: 74,925-74,974

Lancaster, Samuel Christopher.
The Columbia : America's great highway through the
Cascade Mountains to the sea.
Portland, Ore. : S.C. Lancaster. 1915
Frontispiece and plates accompanied by guard sheets
with descriptive letterpress.; 140 p., [33] leaves of
plates : ill. (some col., some fold.), ports.; CTRG00-
B2116.
Fiche: 75,003-75,009

Portland Press Club (Or.).
Pictorial Oregon, the wonderland : an invitation to visit Oregon.
Portland, Or. : Portland Press Club, 1915
extended by the Portland Press Club; Advertisements at end. "Written by James W. Sayre and Lair H.
Gregory where not otherwise specified."; 167 p. : ill.,
ports.; CTRG00-B2036.
Fiche: 75,130-75,138
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**Mills, Enos Abijah, 1870-1922.**
The Rocky Mountain wonderland.
Boston : Houghton Mifflin Co. [1915]
Includes index. Going to the top -- Wild mountain sheep -- The forest frontier -- The Chinook wind -- Associating with snow-slides -- Wild folk of the mountain-summits -- Some forest history -- Mountain lakes -- A mountain pony -- The grizzly bear -- Bringing back the forest -- Mountain parks -- Drought in beaver world -- In the winter snows -- My chipmunk callers -- A peak by the plains -- The conservation of scenery -- The Rocky Mountain National Park.; xiii, 362 p., [23] leaves of plates : ill. (some fold.), map.; CTRG00-B2037.
Fiche: 75,226-75,236

**Frost, John, 1800-1859.**
History of the state of California : from the period of the conquest by Spain, to her occupation by the United States of America : containing an account of the discovery of the immense gold mines and placers, the enormous population of gold-seekers, the quantity of gold already obtained, a description of her mineral and agricultural resources : with thrilling accounts of adventures among the miners : also, advice to emigrants on the best routes, and the preparations necessary to get there : to which is added a brief account of the formation of the government and constitution of the said state.
Auburn, N.Y. : Derby and Miller. 1850
"Natural history of California": p. 275-386.; 508 p., [16] leaves of plates : ill. ; 24 cm.; CTRG00-B2038.
Fiche: 75,345-75,358

**Baird, Sarah Elizabeth Pentland, b. 1878.**
A traveler's mail bag : descriptive of the paradise of the Pacific and California.
Philadelphia : [s.n.]. 1915
letters from Mrs. John E. Baird; "Privately published." "February to August, 1914."
Fiche: 75,359-35,363

**Biddle, Ellen McGowan, b. 1841.**
Reminiscences of a soldier's wife.
Philadelphia : J.B. Lippincott Co. 1907
Fiche: 75,364-75,371

**Borrett, George Tuthill.**
Letters from Canada and the United States.
London : Printed by J.E. Adlard. 1865
"For private circulation." 294 p.; CTRG00-B2052.
Fiche: 75,372-75,379

**Broke, George.**
With sack and stock in Alaska.
London : Longmans, Green and Co. 1891
Fiche: 75,380-75,385

**Birkbeck, Morris, 1764-1825.**
An address to the farmers of Great Britain : with an essay on the prairies of the Western country.
London : Printed for J. Ridgway. 1822
to which is annexed, the Constitution of the State of Illinois; Includes bibliographical references.; 52 p.; CTRG00-B2054.
Fiche: 75,386-75,388

**Boller, Henry A.**
Among the Indians : eight years in the far West, 1858-1866 : embracing sketches of Montana and Salt Lake.
Philadelphia : T.E. Zell. 1868
Fiche: 75,389-75,399

**Burlend, Rebecca, 1793-1872.**
A true picture of emigration, or, Fourteen years in the interior of North America : being a full and impartial account of the various difficulties and ultimate success of an English family who emigrated from Barwick-in-Elmet, near Leeds, in the year 1831.
London : G. Berger. [1848]
An account of experiences in Pike County, Illinois, related by the author to her son, Edward Burlend, and recorded by him. Cf. 1936 ed., Historical introd.; 62 p.; CTRG00-B2161.
Fiche: A-12,869-A-12,871

**Southern California Panama Expositions Commission.**
Southern California : comprising the counties of Imperial, Los Angeles, Orange, Riverside, San Bernardino, San Diego, Ventura.
[San Diego, Calif.?] : The Commission. 1915
issued by Southern California Panama Expositions Commission; "The Southern California Panama Expositions Commission is composed of one member from each of the above named counties, appointed by the Board of Supervisors to prepare, install, and maintain the exhibits of Southern California at the Panama-Pacific International Exposition at San Francisco and the Panama-California Exposition at San Diego in 1915." ; 263 p. : ill.; CTRG00-B1656.
Fiche: A-12,897-A-12,903

**Colvocoresses, George M. (George Musalas), 1816-1872.**
Four years in a government exploring expedition : to the island of Madeira -- Cape Ver'Island -- Brazil ... &c., &c.
New York : Cornish, Lamport & Co. 1852
Fiche: A-13,064-A-13,073
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Corner, William.
San Antonio de Bexar: a guide and history.
San Antonio, Tex.: Bainbridge & Corner. 1890
compiled and edited by William Corner; Last plan
accompanied by leaf with descriptive letterpress.
"Interviews and memoirs of Old Time Texans."--P.
96-106. Advertisements: [27] p., 3rd group.; vi, 166,
[27] p., [23] leaves of plates : ill., map, plans,
facsim.; CTRG00-B2142.

Across the plains in '64: incidents of early days
west of the Missouri River: two thousand miles in an
open boat from Fort Benton to Omaha: 
reminiscences of the pioneer period of Galena,
General Grant's old home.
Omaha, Neb.: National Print. Co. 1904
151 p.; CTRG00-B2164.
Fiche: A-13,127-A-13,131

Carrington, Henry Beebee, 1824-1912.
The Indian question: an address before the
geographical and biological sections of the British
Association for the Advancement of Science, at their
forty-fifth meeting, at Bristol, 1875.
Boston: De Wolfe & Fiske. 1909
American reprint.; Supplemental: 1. Address before
American association, Boston, 1881. 2. Official
report of Fort Phil Kearney Massacre. 3. Casualties
of Fort Phil Kearney Massacre (Official) 4. Itinerary
of expedition of 1866, to open wagon-road to
Montana. 5. Appendix.: 32 p., [4] leaves of plates : ill., 2 fold. maps, ports.; 23 cm.; CTRG00-
B2162.

Clay, John, 1851-1934.
New World notes: being an account of
journeyings and sojournings in America and Canada.
Kelso [Scotland]: J. & J.H. Rutherford. 1875
Chapters 6-8 describe Iowa, Nebraska and Colorado.; 200 p., [1] leaf of plates : port.; CTRG00-B2163.

A tale of two oceans: a new story by an old
Californian: an account of a voyage from
Philadelphia to San Francisco, around Cape Horn,
years 1849-50, calling at Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, and at
Juan Fernandez, in the South Pacific.
San Francisco: Press of Eastman & Co. 1893
198 p., 24 cm; CTRG00-B2145.
Fiche: A-13,283-A-13,288

Carstarphen, James Eula, b. 1828.
My trip to California in '49.
[U.S.: s.n.]. [1914?]
Fiche: A-13,300-A-13,301

Coffin, Charles Carleton, 1823-1896.
The seat of empire.
Boston: Fields, Osgood & Co. 1870
B2144.

Hayden, F.V. (Ferdinand Vandevere), 1829-1887.
Sun pictures of Rocky Mountain scenery: with a
description of the geographical and geological
features, and some account of the resources of the
great West.
New York: J. Bien. 1870
[with photographic views by A.J. Russell]; viii, 150
p., [30] leaves of plates : ill., photos.; CTRG00-
B2139.
Fiche: A-13,490-A-13,495

Boynton, Charles Brandon, 1806-1883.
A journey through Kansas: incidents of interest, and
experiences in the author's life: revival labors in the
frontier settlement: a perilous trip across the plains in
the time of Indian wars and before the railroads:
three years in the mining camps of California and
Idaho: twenty-one years' residence in southern
California, etc.
Chicago; New York: Fleming H. Revell. [c.1887]
Fiche: A-14,850-A-14,858

Bristol, Sherlock, 1815-1906.
The pioneer preacher: incidents of interest, and
experiences in the author's life: revival labors in the
frontier settlement: a perilous trip across the plains in
the time of Indian wars and before the railroads:
three years in the mining camps of California and
Idaho: twenty-one years' residence in southern
California, etc.
Chicago; New York: Fleming H. Revell. [c.1887]
Fiche: A-14,850-A-14,858

Bruce, Miner Wait.
Alaska: its history and resources, gold fields,
routes and scenery.
Seattle, Wash.: Lowman & Hanford Stationery and
Print. Co. 1895
Fiche: A-14,863-A-14,869

Missouri Pacific Railway Company. General
Passenger Dept.
Arkansas, statistics and information: showing the
agricultural and mineral resources; the opportunities
for successful stock and fruit raising, manufacturing,
mining and lumbering; the advantages of soil and
climate, and notes on scenery, game, fish and health
and pleasure resorts of this great state.
[U.S.: The Dept. ?]. c.1888
with compliments of the Passenger Department of the
Missouri Pacific Railway Company; 9th ed.; 63 p.,
[1] leaf of plates : ill., fold. map.; CTRG00-B2169.
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